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Managing the transition:
Governance and implementation
of sustainable development
towards 2030

The executive program aims to empower participants
providing background knowledge, skills and tools
required to set actions and support the accomplishment
of the Agenda 2030 UN Sustainable Development Goal
and Next Generation EU among public administrations
at national or local level and stakeholders.
This is achieved by providing key theoretical framework
and related empirical evidence that shape our thinking
of economic interactions and policy-making with the
transformative resilience approach. Moreover, the
course explains the objectives of Agenda 2030 and the
six missions of the Recovery and Resilience Plan and
includes the analysis of the indicator setting, providing
methodological basis for interventions and monitoring
activities.
The course starts with an overview of the structural
elements which form the background for introducing
theoretical approaches and governance models in order
to identify the drivers of a sustainable economic growth
and to set an economy for development.
The course includes key theoretical models,
comprehensive of the forecast updated to 2030 and
the essential features of the policy cycle, especially on
policy evaluation. The course continues providing a
set of tools and applications on capital accumulation,
technological progress and inequality in growth, and
includes the role developed by informal and semiformal institutions to make up for the imperfections
of local markets. During the course, several issues
will be discussed on the structure of land, labour,
credit markets and public procurement to deepen
how imperfections in these markets affect poverty
and economy at large, as well as the economic policymaking.
The course matches a consistent academic expertise
with a strong applied focus. Theoretical notions will
be provided to allow verifiable forecasts for each topic
and, subsequently, to carry out a review of the empirical
results and their implications for policy-making, and
national recovery and resilience plan implementation.
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spokesperson of the Italian Alliance for Sustainable
Development (ASviS).
Guido Ajello
Director, coordinator of the operating unit “Public
Law and Authorities”, PwC TLS Avvocati e
Commercialisti, Rome.
Christine Lutringe
Senior Researcher Executive Director at Albert
Hirschman Centre On Democracy, Graduate Institute
Geneva, Geneva
Roberto Ceccon
Senior Advisor International and Domestic
arbitration, Professor of International Trade Law
at the University of Trento, PwC TLS Avvocati e
Commercialisti, Milan.

Requirements
The course is open to governmental officers,
researchers, analysts, technicians and stakeholders that
are willing to deepen their knowledge on Agenda 2030
UN Sustainable Development Goals and gain abilities
in designing, planning and implementing actions to
achieve specific targets.
As to participate to the selection procedure for these
scholarships, candidates need to satisfy the following:
An EU first cycle university degree or equivalent (laurea
triennale o titolo equivalente straniero);
Competences
Knowledge of English with a minimum level of B2;
Professional motivation for attending this course.

Application
Applicants need to send all the following documents
through the online form:
I CV or resume;
I motivation letter explaining the candidate’s
motivation for attending the course;
I university transcript (certificato di laurea con lista
degli esami);
I a reference letter (or contact of a potential referee);
I where applicable, a certificate of English proficiency;
I a copy of the applicant’s national identity card or
passport.

Tuition fees
Tuition fees have been fixed at 1.500 €
10% discount to alumni, Luiss students and participants
reported by PWC and the Visentini Foundation,
discounts increased to 20% for the latter two types of
students for applications of more than 4 people
Scholarships are available.
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